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ABSTRACT 

MANET (Mobile Ad-hoc Network) is one of the mind blowing frameworks in remote correspondence. MANET is 

realizing all around successfully, where we have to create remote framework and self-masterminding structure 

less framework. Someone of the center points are feeble against various types of ambushes and they are 

diminishing Packet stream and growing package dropping in the framework in light of need of centralization, 

topology changes and open medium. Security in flexible AD HOC framework is a noteworthy test as it has no fused 

pro which can deal with the individual center points working in the framework. The strikes can rise out of both 

inside the framework and everything considered. We are endeavoring to arrange the present strikes into two 

general characterizations: DATA traffic ambushes and CONTROL traffic attacks. We will in like manner be 

discussing the before long proposed methodologies for alleviating those attacks. 
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INTRODUCTION 

MANET have different center points and related by remote association. Center points may talk with each other 

through direct association technique or underhanded. Center points talked about really with in the radio range in 

direct association method. If objective is out of the radio extents of the center point, by then they connecting with 

intermediated neighboring center points in a multi-hop procedure. MANET is an establishment less remote 

framework and it have n't brought together unit. Centers are related intensely with short partitions and self-

planning framework. It is created in all regards viably effortlessly. It is sensible for using emergency place where 

sort out not available, such as military, Industry work and therapeutic argent situation. Center points are related 

by various sorts of coordinating show thoughts. Basically they are two sorts Reactive likewise, Proactive shows The 

organize execution and unwavering quality is break by assaults on promotion hoc arrange steering conventions. 

AODV is a significant ondemand receptive steering convention for portable specially appointed systems. There is 

no any security arrangement against a "Dark Hole" assaults in existing AODV convention. Dark opening hubs are 

those noxious hubs that fit in with forward parcel to goal. In any case, they don't advance parcel purposefully to 

the goal hub. The dark gap hubs debase the execution of the extreme assaults of MANET. The system execution 

and unwavering quality is broken by the assaults on impromptu steering conventions. Numerous components 

have been proposed to defeated the Black gap Attack. A noxious hub or dark opening hub send Route Response 

(RREP) erroneously of having course to goal with least jump tally and when sender sends the information bundle 

to this malevolent hub, it drops all the parcel in the system. The propose guard dog system distinguish this dark 

gap hubs in a MANET. This technique initially recognizes a dark opening hub in the system and after that give 

another course to source hub. In this, the presentation of unique AODV and changed AODV called as guard dog 

AODV 
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3. RELATED WORK  

Khairul Azmi et al present a new mechanism to detect selfish node. Each node is expected to contribute  

to the  network on  the  continual basis  within a  time  frame.  Those which fail will undergo a test for 

their suspicious behavior. This scheme is also a based on monitor node. A monitoring node hears a request 

from its neighboring node to forward a data packet; it will first check  the  time  difference  between last  

request and last  action and  status  of  the  requestor 

 

 [EAACK- a Secure Intrusion-Detection system for MANETs] Leady M, 2013 the paper 

propose and implement a new intrusion-detection system named Enhanced Adaptive Acknowledgement 

(EAACK). It demonstrates higher malicious behavior detection rates while does not greatly affect the 

network performances.  

[A Co-Operative Intrusion Detection System in Mobile Ad-Hoc Network]S.S.Chopade (2011) the author 

has proposed an IDS that should run continuously and not only detect but also respond to detected 

intrusions without human intervention. They have simulated the various possible attacks on the wireless 

network system like the RESOURCE CONSUMPTION, NODE ISOLATION ROUTE DISRUPTION 

etc. then they have checked the performance of the network before and after the attack using various 

parameters like Simulation duration, Topology Number of mobile Nodes, Transmission range, Node 

movement model, Traffic type Data payload.  

[MANET: Selfish Behavior on Packet Forwarding] by DjamelDjenouri, (2008) the paper deals with the 

problem of selfishness on packet forwarding in MANET and sketch the solutions currently proposed to 

mitigate this problem. It describes the limitation in energy resources along with the multi-hop nature of 

mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) causes a new vulnerability that does not exist in traditional networks. 

To preserve its own battery, a node may behave selfishly and would not forward packets originated from 

other nodes, while using their service sand consuming their resources. 

 [Selfish Behavior Prevention and Detection in Mobile Ad-Hoc Network Using Intrusion Prevention 

System (IPS)]Naveen Kumar Gupta, (2012) the paper provides the comparison study of different types of 

methods to increase the Selfish node detection rate and decrease the false detection rate. Finally, it 

proposes model that was developed due to simulation of all these methods to increase the Selfish node 

detection rate and decrease the false detection rate and thus increase the efficiency of the system. [Impact 

of Selfish Node Concentration in MANETs] Shailender Gupta, (2011) this paper studies the impact of 

selfish nodes concentration on the quality of service in Manetas selfish node is one that tries to utilize the 

network resources for its own profit but is reluctant to spend its own for others. If such behavior prevails 

among large number of the nodes in the network, it may eventually lead to disruption of network. 

[Performance analysis of Leader Election Algorithms in Mobile Ad hoc Networks] Muhammad Meaner, 

(2008) The Author has explained the process of electing the Leader Node. It has described the leader 

election algorithm LEAA. The elected leader should be the most valued node among all the nodes of the 

network. The Value for the leader node selection is a performance related characteristics such as 

remaining battery life or computational capabilities. 
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Chavda and Nimavat proposed an algorithm to remove black hole attack at the cost of overhead. The 

source node continues to accept RREP packets from the various nodes and compares RREP (RREP R1, 

RREP R2) which actually compares the destination hop count of two route replies and selects the route 

reply with high destination hop count if the difference between two hop counts is not significantly high. 

Jaisankar et al. presented that each node should have Black hole Identification Table (BIT) that contains 

source, target, current node ID, Packet received count (PRC), Packet forwarded count (PFC). If difference 

between PRC and PFC is significant, then the node is identified as malicious and is isolated from the 

network 

Dark Hole Attack (Black hole attack )  

In this strike, a vindictive center point acts like a Black opening, dropping all data packs experiencing it as 

like issue and imperativeness evaporates from our universe in a dull hole. In case the striking center is a 

partner center point of two interfacing parts of that organize, by then it effectively confines the framework 

in to two isolated portions.  

Barely any procedures to relieve the issue: (I) Collecting unmistakable RREP messages (from different 

focus focuses) and thusly trusting in different bounty ways to deal with the target focus and after that 

buffering the packs until an ensured course is found.  

 

(ii) Maintaining a table in each middle with past movement number in developing requesting. Each inside 

point before sending groups expands the movement number. The sender focus point gives RREQ to its 

neighbors and once this RREQ achieves the target, it answers with a RREP with last group gathering 

number. If the widely appealing center point finds that RREP contains a wrong progression number, it  

grasps that some spot something turned out gravely.  

 

 == Black Hole Attack(Dark Hole Attack ) 

 ==Source Node 

 == Destination Node  
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 Figure 1: Black-Hole Attack 
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Source code of Black Hole Attack 

else if(sqno==mali1) 

  { 

 crum = max(crum, rq->rq_dst_seqno)+1; 

 if (seqno%2) seqno++; 

   

 sendReply(rq->rq_src,           // IP Destination 

              1,                    // Hop Count 

 rq->rq_dst,  seqno, MY_ROUTE_TIMEOUT, 

 rq->rq_timestamp);    // timestamp 

  //rt->pc_insert(rt0->rt_nexthop); 

    Packet::free(p); 

  }      

 else if(sqno==mali2) 

  { 

 crum = max(crum, rq->rq_dst_crum)+1; 

 if (crum%2) crum++; 

   

 sendReply(rq->rq_src,           // IP Destination 

              1,                    // Hop Count 

 rq->rq_dst, crum, MY_ROUTE_TIMEOUT, 

 rq->rq_timestamp);    // timestamp 

  //rt->pc_insert(rt0->rt_nexthop); 

    Packet::free(p); 

  } 

 else if(sqno==mali3) 

  { 

 crum = max(crum, rq->rq_dst_seqno)+1; 

 if (crum%2) crum++; 

   

 sendReply(rq->rq_src,           // IP Destination 

              1,                    // Hop Count 

 rq->rq_dst, 

                              crum, 

                               MY_ROUTE_TIMEOUT, 

 rq->rq_timestamp);    // timestamp 

  //rt->pc_insert(rt0->rt_nexthop); 

    Packet::free(p); 

  } 
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Number of malicious node  1 node 

Table 1.1 

Graph of Throughput in Black Hole attack 
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  Parameters Values 

Area of Simulation (500X500)m 

Nodes number 35 

Types of Routing protocol AODV  

Traffic Constant bit rate 

Maximum Speed 1 - 20(m/s) 

Max package  50 

Type of the MAC 802.11 

Transmission speed 1,2 Mbps 

Bandwidth 20MHz 

Security algorithm RC5 
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Types of black hole attack 

1. Collaborative black hole mechanism. 

2. Single black hole 

3. External black hole attack 

4. Internal black hole attack  

 

1. Collaborative black hole mechanism. 

COLLABORATIVE BLACK HOLE ATTACK Collaborative Black hole attack a cluster of black hole node without 

difficulty employed against routing in mobile adhoc  networks. These types of attack are called collaborative attack 

2. Single black hole 

Single Black Hole Attack is a type of attack in this attack only single hidden node is not providing 

connection other next node. 

3. External black hole attack 

Outer assaults physically remain outside of the system and deny access to arrange traffic or making clog in 

system or by upsetting the whole system. Outside assault can turn into a sort of inside assault when it 

assume responsibility for interior pernicious hub and control it to assault different hubs in MANET 

4. Internal black hole attack  

This kind of dark opening assault has an inward vindictive hub which fits in the middle of the courses of 

given source and goal. When it finds the opportunity this noxious hub make itself a functioning 

information course component. At this stage it is presently equipped for leading assault with the beginning 

of information transmission. This is an interior assault since hub itself has a place with the information 

course. Inside assault is increasingly defenseless against shield against as a result of trouble in recognizing 

the interior getting out of hand hub. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Portable Ad-Hoc Networks can send a system where a customary system foundation condition can't in any 

way, shape or form be sent. In our methodology, we have examined the conduct and difficulties of 

security dangers in portable Ad-Hoc arranges and actualized the unbridled mode in a superior manner. 

Albeit numerous arrangements have been proposed yet at the same time these arrangements are not 

immaculate as far as adequacy and effectiveness. In the event that any arrangement functions admirably 

within the sight of single malignant hub, it can't be appropriate if there should arise an occurrence of 

various pernicious hubs. In the wake of alluding numerous methodologies, applying indiscriminate mode 

after the identification of particular dark gap assault would definitely diminish the rate of misfortune in 

information parcel. All the more ever, the indiscriminate mode is connected uniquely for hubs that were 

assaulted rather for applying for every one of the hubs. Consequently loss of vitality is without a doubt 

maintained a strategic distance from. In future, we improve our work to stop even the underlying 

information bundle misfortune by applying the indiscriminate mode to Proactive steering conventions. 
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